Get valuable career advice from a mechanical engineering professional!

The ASME Mentoring Program is designed to provide rewarding experiences that mechanical engineering students can learn and grow from. This is a unique opportunity for you to get career-guiding advice from an engineering professional with broader experience or more advanced skills. Benefit and learn from their real-life expertise while sharing your own valuable insight and perspective!

Participating in the program is easy with our Web-based platform, made available through a partnership with WisdomShare™.

Our targeted matching system will pair you with someone who can provide anything from general advice and a fresh point-of-view, to help identifying the right training or niche in mechanical engineering, or even assistance with finding a non-traditional career path.

The valuable insight you can gain by participating in the ASME Mentoring program can have a positive impact on your career for years to come!

*Full access to the ASME Mentoring Program is included with student membership.*

Learn more and register today at:  

[go.asme.org/mentoring](http://go.asme.org/mentoring)